Subject: Result of Written Competitive Examinations for Recruitment to the post of Upper Division Clerk under Deputy Commissioner Office, Serchhip, Govt. of Mizoram.

No. of vacant posts: 2
No. of candidates who appeared for the examination: 225
No. of candidates who completed the examination: 223
No. of candidates who qualified for personal interview: 7

The following candidates who appeared in the Written Competitive Examinations conducted by Mizoram Public Service Commission for Recruitment to the post of Upper Division Clerk under Deputy Commissioner Office, Serchhip, Govt. of Mizoram on 22nd November, 2019 are declared to have qualified for Viva Voce. Their names are arranged in ORDER OF ROLL NUMBERS only.

Sl. No. | Roll No. | Name & Father’s Name | Permanent Address
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 29 | BABY LALSAWMZUALI D/o R LALREMSANGA | A-4/1, CHHINGA VENG, BELOW SUNRISE BUILDING, AIZAWL, 796001
2 | 136 | F LALRUATPUJA S/o F HRANGLAWMA | BAWNKGAWN, AIZAWL, 796014
3 | 145 | GEORGE MARTIN LALRUATTLUANGA S/o DAVID LALDINTLUANGA | B-58, KUDAM KAWN, NEW SERCHHIP VENGLAI, SERCHHIP, 796181
4 | 393 | LALREMRUATA RALTE S/o R VANLALRUATA | LT/A-39, DURTLANG LEITAN, 796015
5 | 650 | VANLALHMANGAIHSANGI D/o R SAIHLEIA (L) | SCHP II A 42, DINTHAR VENG, NEAR CATHOLIC CHURCH, SERCHHIP, 796181
6 | 651 | VANLALHMINGTHANPUII HAUHNAR D/o H LALTHAHLUNA | C-11, TUUKUAL NORTH, AIZAWL, MIZORAM, 796001
7 | 696 | ZOREMMUANA RALTE S/o R VANLALRUATA | F-36/A, KHATLA EAST, AIZAWL, 796005

Personal interview will be held on 07.02.2020 at 10:00 a.m. in the office chamber of the Chairman, Mizoram Public Service Commission, Aizawl. The candidates will be called individually.

Candidates are required to submit attested photocopies of the following to Direct Recruitment Section of MPSC latest by 04.02.2020:
2. SC/ST Certificate, for SC/ST candidates.
4. Experience certificate, if any.

Sd/- LALHRIATPUJA
Controller of Examinations
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